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The Art Market Is Booming
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The Secret to Buying Art? There is 
no Secret...
If you see a piece of art that you absolutely 
love and you want to buy it, then buy it.  
You don’t need special credentials or a 
degree in Art History to start a collection. 
All you need is the desire to collect and the 
means to do it.

Be Prepared and Informed
You can help yourself by being prepared 
and informed.  Do some research: visit 
galleries and museums, read reviews, 
and train your eye.  Know your taste and 
budget, and take your time – but not too 
much time!  The wonderful thing about art 
is that much of it is one of a kind.  Excluding 
prints and multiples, an artwork is a unique 
object – so if you hesitate for too long you 
may miss out on something you love.

Buying as an Investment
Whether one should buy art for art’s sake 
or as an investment is consistently a big 
question. The good news is that the two 
don’t have to be mutually exclusive. The 
first rule of thumb is to buy what you 
like, because you will be living with this 
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work - it should intrigue, excite, challenge, 
and uplift you. And if, in addition, you are 
interested in collecting up-and-coming 
artists whose work might appreciate, 
familiarise yourself with their résumés 
and background and also what they have 
planned for the future - solo or group 
exhibitions, residencies, fellowships, and 
the like.

Know Your Budget
Art doesn’t have to be expensive. Whether 
you are looking to spend a few hundred or 
thousands on art, you can find incredible, 
unique pieces on any budget. Buying at 
degree shows or online are two ways to 
save money. And at Rise Art our insiders 
have hand-picked professional artists 
across price points, so regardless of what 
you spend, you can rest assured that you’ll 
be getting an amazing, well executed, 
original artwork. 

Negotiate
In many cases, the price of an artwork is 
negotiable.  Do your research and don’t be 
afraid to raise the topic of a better price.

Factors That Affect the Price of Art

Primary vs. Secondary Market. Pieces 
bought on the primary market (i.e. you’re 
the first owner) tend to be less expensive 
than those bought on the secondary market 
(i.e. previously owned works being sold 
privately, through a gallery or at auction).

Rarity. Is the piece one of a kind, or one of 
an edition of 100?

Medium. In most cases a work on canvas 
is more valuable than one on paper - 
however this is not an absolute, rather it is 
contingent on the artist and the market for 
their work.

Hemali Bhuta - Documentation of Stepping Down

Notes from the Underground, Mychael Barratt

Genesis, Rebecca King
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Expression  Art is a powerful form of 
expression not only for the artists who 
create it, but also for those who own it. Art 
allows people to express their individuality 
- the art we buy is as much about who we 
are as it is about the artists who create it.

WHY COLLECT ART?2
Aesthetics and Design  You can use an 
artwork as a bold statement piece to attract 
attention and create a talking point - or you 
can use it to compliment and enhance your 
interior design and colour scheme.  

Art as Action Point  Art encourages 
people to ask questions, to think about 
new ideas, experience fresh perspectives, 
and most importantly, it encourages us to 
take brief moments out of our busy lives 
to reflect.  Art stimulates conversation, 
dialogue and interchange – it gives people 
permission to share thoughts, feelings, 
ideas and impressions that they might not 
ordinarily share.  

The Pop Man, Emiliano Donaggio

Carolina Lab, Emiliano Donaggio
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Quality of Life  Art improves our quality 
of life.  Studies have shown the uplifting 
effect art can have in the workplace, 
in hospitals, and in the home.  Art 
personalises and humanises where 
we live and work.  It revives lifeless 
interiors, and transforms them into 
unique, beautiful and engaging 
environments.

Investment  There are essentially two 
reasons to buy art. The first is because 
you love it and feel passionately about 
it. The second is because you see it as a 
potentially lucrative investment.  Advice: 
buy early - look for artists who are starting 
to be shown in public places and familiarise 
yourself with their work.

Support Young Artists  To be an artist 
is not an easy career or lifestyle choice, and 
many collectors love to support emerging 
artists early in their career.  A great deal of 
time and effort goes into producing original 
work, and for an artist the hardest point 
can be letting a work leave their studio – 
you’d be surprised how many paintings 
are never quite finished!  However, the 
knowledge that someone sees merit in an 
artist’s work and appreciates the blood, 
sweat and tears that went into creating it 
makes a big difference.

Kef!

Revolution Black Gloss, Ben Eine

Nick Malone at his studio
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Paintings
Tactile. A print’s surface can never match 
the visceral textural variations of a painting.  
Whether done on canvas, wood or mottled 
watercolour paper, original paintings have 
a tactile quality that sets them apart.

One of a Kind. There’s something 
inherently satisfying about having a piece 
of unique artwork in your home.

Handmade. Like handmade knits, 
hand-thrown pottery and handcrafted 
furniture, paintings show the hand of their 
maker.  This quality brings richness and 
personality to the home — factory-made 
furniture and slickly printed posters 
simply cannot compete.

FIND YOUR MEDIUM3

The Plane, Kym Haverson

Pheastant, Claire Brownlow

Magma V, Beth Partridge 
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Sculpture
Sculpture can often be much harder to 
place in an environment than paintings or 
prints, however that should not discourage 
those who are interested in collecting 
it.  There are a wide array of materials 
used for sculpture, and whether they’re 
monumental or intimate in scale, abstract 
or figurative in composition, there is an 
enormous amount of skill involved with 
any sculpture - not to mention time, effort 
and cost of production.  They are certainly 
worth the effort!

Prints
To the uninitiated, the world of prints 
can be quite confusing – not to worry!  
Original prints are an exciting and 
affordable way to collect once you learn a 
bit about the process.  

An Original Print is an artwork that has 
been created and hand printed by the artist 
from a plate, block, stone, or stencil.

Arab Boy, Domenica de Ferranti

Hampstead Excursion, Barry Goodman (Original print)

“38”, Barry Goodman (Original print)Barry Goodman at his studio
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Understanding the Numbers. The larger 
number indicates the total number of 
prints made in the edition, while the 
smaller number is where the piece falls 
within that edition.  All prints within a 
given edition are of equal value – unless 
the artist is known for altering individual 
prints within an edition (which will be 
noted accordingly). 

The Limited Edition is essentially a pledge 
by the photographer or artist that no more 
than a certain number of prints of a given 
image will be made - ever.  An edition can 
be anything from two to 500 or more. The 
fewer prints in the edition, the higher 
their worth.

Giclée better known as digital prints using 
inkjet printers.  Most often associated with 
reproductions; a giclée is a multiple print or 
exact copy of an original work of art that was 
created by conventional means (painting, 
drawing, etc.) and then reproduced digitally, 
typically via inkjet printing.

London, Barry Goodman 

Black Mimosa, Bruce McLean

Rise Art, limited edition stamp



WHERE TO FIND ART4
Traditional Galleries
The best way to train your eye – and it’s 
free!  Take as many opportunities as you 
can to visit commercial galleries and see 
what is new and on view.

Art Fairs
Art fairs are a great hunting ground.  Within 
them you are provided with a huge selection 
of artworks, all under one roof.

Graduation Shows
Some of the most exciting locales to 
view contemporary art are at art school 
graduation exhibitions.  Prices are 
reasonable, there is often an exceptional 
range of works on view, and you often get to 
meet the artist whilst looking at the work.

However, please bear in mind that this is 
very immature work; the artist may change 
their style radically as he/she develops.   
That being said, we still love the adventure 
of it all.

Auctions
Familiarising yourself with the auction 
house’s buyer’s commission is essential.  
Auction house pre-sale exhibitions are 
exceptional displays of art – and they’re 
free to the public!  We think they are a 
wonderful way to train your eye, so plan 
a walk through the galleries each auction 
season and relish the visual feasts on offer. 
But beware of hidden buyer premiums and 
charges when flirting with entering a bid.

Online Galleries
An exceptional selection of artwork 
available in one place where you can search 
with the aid of specialised filters from the 
comfort of your home. At Rise Art we pride 
ourselves on taking the guess work out of 
buying art. 

• All artists are hand-picked by art experts

• Try before you buy with art rentals

• Speak with a curator service.
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FRAMING5
Enhance & Protect Your Artwork

Educate Yourself. It is important to know 
the proper materials and procedures for 
framing, whether you will be doing the job 
yourself or taking it to a professional.

Use Archival Materials. They are worth the 
investment. Use only acid free materials for 
items that come in direct contact with art. 

Store Artworks Flat. When storing your art, 
store flat between acid free materials. 

Avoid Dry Mounting. Please use a 
hinging technique unless working with 
photographic or other works specifically 
designed to be mounted in this fashion. Dry 
mounting is irreversible. 

Glazing Options

Glass 

Pros. cheaper, easier to clean, and more 
resistant to scratches.

Cons. heavier, more breakable, sensitive 
to variations in temperature, and highly 
reflective so it often creates a glare.

Acrylic (often known as Plexiglas)

Pros. better thermal insulator, lighter, 
shatterproof.

Cons. attracts dust, cannot be cleaned 
with regular glass cleaner. With inherent 
properties of static electricity, Acrylic 
should be avoided when framing pastels, 
charcoals, or any other powdery pigment.

Glass vs. Acrylic Glazing
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Framing Styles

Window Mounting is one of the pricier 
options in the world of framing, but it 
certainly pays off!  It provides an elegant 
effect, especially with abstract & figurative 
works. If you are trying to fill a large space 
then this frame is for you.  It can also 
provide smaller works with a greater sense 
of importance given the wide matte and 
dramatic presence. 

Box Frames provide a significant amount 
of visual depth to an artwork.  It will draw 
the eye of the viewer in, and finishes it  
off beautifully.

Floating artworks in their frames is 
personally my favourite type of framing!  
This option is terrific for works with a hand 
torn or textured edge so that it remains 
visible to the eye, and will showcase the 
original nature of your work.  An acid 
free tape will provide the support for this 
floating / rippling effect - but beware, the 
artwork can slip down with age.

Tray Framing is a shallow box-like frame 
that often comes unglazed (without a glass 
or perspex cover).  It is a contemporary 
style of framing a canvas, which reveals 
the sides of the artwork. The piece will sit 
slightly recessed below the front of the 
frame which creates a minimalist feel.
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Display Art to Its Best Advantage

HANGING6

IDEAL HEIGHT OF ARTWORK

A - Eye Level (150 cm)

B - Measure of 1/2 
      of Artwork 

C - Measure Top of    
     Artwork to Wire 

A

A
B

B

C

150 cm

Eye Level

C

Keep it Eye Level. Hang so the centre point 
of artwork is at eye level. In gallery settings 
we hang so the center of the work is 150cm 
from the ground. 

D-Rings or Cord. To avoid large holes in 
your walls, hang your work with a hook 
using the image above as a reference. For 
heavier works or to avoid artwork tilting off 

centre, use screws and rest the work on the 
frame or through D-Rings on the frame. 

Lighting.  Good lighting brings out the best 
in any artwork. As a guideline, use a light 
source that is three times the intensity 
(brightness) of the ambient (room) lighting.  
This helps to accent your piece without the 
light appearing too dim or overwhelming.
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Hanging Styles

The Salon. The central frame is the focal 
point and all the other works should be 
mounted moving outwards away from 
the main (central) piece. This is where you 
can really let loose with a mix of different 
artwork and frame styles.

The Geometric. Aim for symmetry and 
precision.  You should use the same 
size pictures, the same size frames, and 
measure the exact same distance between 
each work, as well as the top and bottom 
rows.  This layout looks great hanging 
above a bed or sofa.

The Stairwell.   The principal, focal 
artworks should follow your eyeline as you 
climb or descend the stairs.  Then work 
outwards, filling the space around them 
with smaller pictures. Try to get a broad 
range of different-sized frames to add 
plenty of interest.

Tip. When hanging multiple works on a 
wall, before committing yourself to a final 
layout, cut newspaper to the size of each 
work and stick on the wall according to 
your design using tape. This will give you a 
sense of balance and avoid costly mistakes.
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Handle with Care  To keep your artwork 
looking as good as new, use a pair of cotton 
gloves when handling it. It’s often finger 
prints that do the most damage.  

Exposure to Light  UV rays will damage 
and ultimately fade your artwork. Where 
appropriate use UV protecting glass 
especially when hanging in direct sunlight.

Poor Mounting or Framing  While 
we touched on this already, it  is worthy 
of emphasis.  Leaching of acid based 
materials will damage your artworks.  
Avoid dry or wet mounting on delicate 
original works.

High Humidity or Temperature  
Acute changes in temperature and humidity 
will cause swelling and contraction as the 
materials in an object or artefact attempt to 
adjust to the environment. Avoid hanging 
works directly over heat sources. 

7 CARING FOR YOUR ARTWORK

Behind the scenes as masterpieces are hung at MFAH
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WHY CHOOSE RISE ART?8
Rise Art is more than an online 
gallery. It is the easiest, most 
flexible place to find, buy or rent 
contemporary and modern art

Find Great Art. We have an unparalleled 
choice of incredible affordable 
contemporary artists, both established and 
emerging, producing original paintings, 
drawings, prints, photographs and 
sculpture. We also work with many of the 
most prestigious galleries and museums 
in the world, so if you don’t see the artist 
you’re looking for, just ask!  

Visit www.riseart.com 

Expertly Curated. Every featured artist 
on Rise Art is personally reviewed and 
selected by one of Rise Art’s independent 
art insiders so you can be confident you 
are buying exceptional quality art.

Rich Editorial. Each artists page is 
supported by insight from one of our 
art experts. Understand why the artist is 
relevant, the highlights from their career 
and why the insiders have selected them. 

Have more specific inquiries? Make use 
of our online chat or call us for a free 
consultation with a curator! 

Phone: +44 (0) 203 432 2580

Samsara, Anna Maria Matykiewicz

http://www.riseart.com
http://www.riseart.com/curator
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Style Recommendations. Take 
the Rise Art style quiz and receive art 
recommendations from our insiders based 
on your unique tastes.

Go to www.riseart.com/quiz and get your 
selection within minutes. 

Rentals & Try Before you Buy. Rise 
Art’s aim is to make buying art as easy and 
flexible as possible. If you don’t want to 
commit to buying then take advantage of 
our rental options — live with art and enjoy 
it at home for low monthly rates. Earn 
credits from rentals towards purchase or 
return the work free of charge anytime. 

For more on rentals, go to www.riseart.
com/about/rentals

TNT, Abigail Box

Framing. We offer bespoke archival frame 
solutions on all artworks ordered or rented 
through the site.

Trade Program. Rise Art’s trade program 
is designed specifically with design 
companies in mind. Whether you are a 
property developer or interior designer 
looking for artwork assistance we can 
help you source unique pieces to suit any 
environment. We offer free consultations 
with our advisors to help select works for 
projects, trade rates as well as short term 
art hire for interior staging, show flats and 
property sales. 

Download the catalogue and view case 
studies at www.riseart.com/art-for-
interior-designers

Corporate Services. Rise Art helps 
businesses bring character and personality 
to the workplace. Our flexible options 
allow you to buy the artwork outright, or 
to regularly refresh it at low monthly costs 
with our rent-and-rotate programme. 
Art rentals are a tax efficient, risk free 
and flexible option that keeps your office 
looking fresh and inspiring employees and 
clients alike. 

Find out more about our corporate services 
and get in touch at www.riseart.com/art-
for-the-office

Ready to Explore? Visit Rise Art 
and start building your art collection at         
www.riseart.com
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